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Contributor Guidelines 
Version 1.0

Welcome to Pacific City… again! 

This document is intended as a short writer’s resource for anyone who is interested in participating 
in SFFWorld.com’s 6th anthology. 

This is the start of a shared world project. We love speculative fiction in all its forms, so we’re most
hungry for stories with an element of fantasy, horror or scifi to them—and if you want to give us 
superheroes, that’s fine with us! However, we’re also looking for stories that help to establish our 
setting as a “real” place, so more down-to-earth contributions might find a home here too.

The good news is, it’s perfectly possible to wing it. What you need to do is the following:

• Set your story in our fictionalized Pacific City, a sprawling megalopolis of twenty million 
people, dominating the coast of Oregon in the North West of the United States of America. 

• Make a central aspect of your story be the theme of Heroism or Villainy, be it large or small.
• That’s it.

Seriously. If you want to skip the rest, go and get writing (the submission email is on the last page).

On the other hand, if you want to join us in building a more cohesive world from the ground up,  
keep reading for suggestions on how we hope to make this project work. You’ll find:

• Information about Shared Characters (and why they will help make us rich!)
• Information about Shared Organizations (story decorations and/or inspirations)
• An explanation of why Pacific City is apolitical*, and
• A recap of our Submission Guidelines (also available on our website)

* plus how to write about hackers and activists

Okay, get to it—we look forward to reading your submissions!

Best wishes,

Andrew and Nila

The editors: Andrew Leon Hudson and N. E. White

https://welcometopacificcity.wordpress.com/


SHARED CHARACTERS

All shared world projects feature some common characters, key personalities that are available for 
all authors to incorporate into their stories. The effect is to enhance the sense of a cohesive world, 
and ultimately Pacific City will be no different… however, at least to begin with we are going to 
leave such people unnamed. 

Why? In fact, we have a pretty mercenary motivation on this point: Kickstarter! 

Prior to publication, we are going to run a fund-raising campaign in the hopes of boosting the fees 
paid to our contributors, and a key reward tier will be Tuckerizations—allowing backers to name 
characters in the story world after friends or family, or themselves. Of course, that only makes sense
if the character they “buy” the name of actually appears somewhere in the collection!

Our solution is for stories to include appearances or references to Placeholder Personalities. They 
don’t have to be central characters, although they certainly can be, but even background mentions 
would help in creating the impression of a living city. For example:

• THE MAYOR making a speech on a TV in the background.
• Or being bad-mouthed by a rival: “If re-elected, THE MAYOR will ruin this great city!”
• The latest rumours about the notorious MAFIA BOSS who went into hiding.
• A TV ANCHORPERSON asking, Is the city’s favourite POP STAR back in rehab?

We request all submissions try to include at least one Placeholder Personality. You are free to come 
up with your own, or use one from the options below:

City Officials Celebrities Media Miscellaneous

THE POLICE CHIEF POP STAR TV ANCHORPERSON MAFIA BOSS

THE D.A. FILM STAR TV REPORTER SELFISH BILLIONAIRE

HANGING JUDGE SPORTS STAR PRINT JOURNALIST UNION BOSS

COUNCILPERSON VAIN SOCIALITE RADIO SHOCK-JOCK PRO BONO LAWYER

• THE MAYOR

This is a special case—all stories should make at least a passing mention of THE MAYOR, so we 
can offer his/her tuckerization as a “priority tier” during the Kickstarter campaign.

• If you feature a Placeholder Personality in a significant role, be sure to let us know! 

Allowing backers to name feature characters will allow us to offer other “priority” reward tiers. Past
experience of Kickstarter campaigns suggests that tuckerizations can be very popular, and have the 
potential to make a significant difference to the degree of funds raised.



SHARED ORGANIZATIONS

Similarly to common characters, a shared world is going to have common organizations as well. 
We hope that authors will come up with cool elements for future contributors to make use of, but in 
this case we are also going to provide a couple of potential resources from the outset. Every major 
city has a few household names—but we’re not going to invite a law suit by using real ones! 

We’ve all heard the argument that Corporations are Psychopathic. In Pacific City, think of these 
businesses more like Rorschach Tests of the people who work for them: depending on the individual
employee, we could see in each a force for good or a source of evil. Maybe both at the same time…

In addition to any organisations invented independently, feel free to mention or use the following:

THE MEDIA
• Television

Atlas—national cable TV monstrosity, delivering news and entertainment across multiple channels.
Channel Two—locally owned with a local focus, but gets significant material through syndication.

• Newspapers
Pacific City Tribune (“The Real News”)—old-school broadsheet behemoth, struggles badly online.
The Clarion (“Pacific City’s Wake Up Call”)—tabloid scandal sheet, gets excellent click-bait hits.

• Radio Stations
West Coast Broadcasting Corp. (WCBC)—alternates between mainstream-glossy and fringe-ranty.
Pacific City Public Radio (PCPR)—underfunded, earnest, tends to sound a bit “home-made”.

Authors are also free to come up with their own media outlets as alternatives to the above—just 
consider these to be the market leaders against which everyone else is in competition.

BIG BUSINESS

Payne, Estoril & Zhang—the city’s biggest lawfirm, referred to as “Pez” by their unhappy rivals.
AllMarket—a new retail superstore spreading across the nation, with its flagship mall right here.
Xpect—a slick multinational with a heavy emphasis on technology and software development.
Wideworld—an import-export giant, operating globally out of Pacific City’s commercial docks.
MantiCorp—a manufacturing conglomerate, with numerous offshore facilities in cheaper counties.

Authors are free to celebrate or defame these companies as they wish, but they will survive 
whatever you throw at them—and don’t reveal anything that goes higher than the boardroom…

BANKING and FINANCE

Pacific City Bank—a traditional savings bank, and the place to go for mortgages and start-up loans.
Inform Investments—always well-informed, always in good form, best place to bet on the markets.

Our citizens need the basics, so you may safely consider both these organizations too big to fail...



PACIFIC CITY POLITICS

Is there a difference between the mainstream parties? Some would roar Yes, some would whisper 
No—but probably the reality can never be so binary, and we’re creating our own reality anyway!

In writing about the world of Pacific City, party political specifics should remain blurry: of course 
there are city, state and federal governments; incumbent councillors, governors and senators; even a 
nameless President in the distant capital; but labels like Democrat and Republican are to be omitted.

Sitting officials and their mainstream opposition may well replace each other in the corridors of 
power when election times roll around, but who can tell which is which? So talk about “opposition”
or “Independent” politicians and public figures, left- or right-wing organisations or think-tanks. And
make up any minority or fringe parties you want to—just don’t expect them to get into office!

As a thumbnail, assume the prevailing political winds to blow small-c conservative right down the 
middle of the road, with various voices to the left and right shouting into it (or muttering under it). 

COUNTER CULTURE

Even though we’re keeping the mainstream of politics vague, that doesn’t mean the end of the story.
In the real world there are many popular movements, both public and underground, and Pacific City
should be no exception to this. Rather than incorporate existing entities by default, we’re offering 
up an original organization with a local focus, and the scope to serve a variety of purposes. 

Pacific City Truth – PA.C.T or PaCT

PaCT came into existence as an anonymous protest collective. The official line, backed up by the 
city’s mainstream media, dismisses them as wannabe student-radicals playing at political activism, 
but in fact there is no consensus regarding their leadership, membership, or even their objectives. 
Aside from acts of nuisance vandalism and graffiti, PaCT has concentrated on hacking: accessing 
embarrassing or incriminating data before sending it to the media or circulating it online. The notion
that they will take their activities offline and cause some real trouble is generally underplayed.

Authors are free to create their own PaCT cells. Cells are individually branded, and always 
identify themselves according to a set format when taking credit for their activities. A typical 
announcement of responsibility would begin: “This is a statement by the [Cell-Name] Pact.”

Cells specialise, and either focus on online activism, hacking and similar disruptive activities, or 
real-world protests, organised civil disobedience, etc. However, cells with different specialisations 
may collaborate on projects while always maintaining strict anonymity, even from their temporary 
allies (in the case of hacktivist cells, members may not know each other’s actual identities at all). 
Any coordination occurs through PaCT-friendly websites, replaced as soon as they get taken down. 

Cells can be large or small, long-term or fleeting. Their ethics vary from generally positive to 
generally negative, ranging from socially responsible altruism to, potentially, vigilantism or even 
low-level guerilla terrorism. There is no default assumption of unity in PaCT: members of one cell 
might support or deplore the activities of another, and increasing extremism will provoke internal 
concerns over the effect on public debate regarding their (presumably) well-intentioned goals. 

PaCT’s leadership and long-term objectives remain the subject of mystery and speculation. No-
one knows who is behind them, and anyone who claims otherwise should not be trusted...



SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

• Maximum Word Count: 7,500.
◦ This is a very firm limit. Pieces between 2,500 and 5,000 words preferred. Flash fiction 

will be considered, but the longer a story the more it needs to impress.
• Submission Deadline: November 30th, 2017.
• Minimum Compensation: USD$15 on acceptance of contract, plus one contributor’s copy 

of the print-on-demand paperback on publication.
• All submissions must be the original work of the author—we will not accept any story 

incorporating copyrighted characters or material, fan fiction, etc.
• We require First Print and Digital rights, plus a six month period of exclusivity from the date

of publication. All other rights remain entirely with the authors.
• While this anthology is intended for an adult readership, this is not a market for 

pornographic or offensively extreme content. “Artistic justification” is a good (if subjective)
argument, and we shall (subjectively) assess each story according to its (subjective) merits.

• We welcome writers of any and all backgrounds and submissions exploring diverse 
perspectives, provided they do not seek only to attack or demean those of others.

FORMATTING GUIDELINES

• Acceptable document types are RTF, DOC or DOCX.
◦ Straightforward formatting is preferred for editorial convenience:
◦ Please use an easy-reading font (Times New Roman 12pt, etc.).
◦ Do not insert empty lines between paragraphs, or first-line indents.
◦ Use a single # to represent essential text breaks.
◦ Use italics for italics, don’t underline. Smart (“curly”) punctuation is fine.
◦ If your manuscript includes any unusual formatting, please alert the editors when 

submitting and have a really good, story-related reason.

All submissions should be emailed to Andrew at:

andrew [dot] leon [dot] hudson [at] gmail [dot] com

If you can’t figure out how to turn the above into a working email address, please consider this 
document your form rejection. If you can, then we look forward to reading your submission!

AND FINALLY

If for some reason you have acquired this document without visiting our website, please go take a 
look! It is designed to give a little flavour of the world of Pacific City, even though that world is yet 
to come into existence—hopefully you’ll find something there to inspire you:

Welcome to Pacific City!

It also includes details of our previous anthologies—maybe you’ll be in the next one!

https://welcometopacificcity.wordpress.com/welcome-to-pacific-city/

